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Decree From the Editors
Our Dearest Readers,
You hold here a scathing hot and politically ravishing folio of satire and comedy that no college, nay, no
community has had the God-given privilege to grasp in their sweet delicate hands before. We have done
it.
We have reached the comedic peak of enlightenment and are ready to move to the mountains and
contemplate on our achievements and the metaphysical gravity of our unequivocal manipulation of the
English language. With this in mind, take a moment to think on what you—yes you—the reader, has
done to add to our ravenous and vitriolic world of discourse. Think as long as you wish, for time moves
faster than the mind. Spring forth into this academic playground we call life with the delightful whimsy
and introspective solace we so hope you find here in the pages of our April edition. And now before you
turn the pages into the fiery flames of humorous bliss, think well to carry this as you may, as the
doubleness of the benefit defends the deceit from reproof. What think you of it?
Henceforth,
Sir LoSardo and Lady Kotler
Copyholders-in-Preeminence

Top Stories of the Week
WHOOPS! Robert Mueller Uploads Wrong Report to Blackboard
Malonian and Post Malonian Scholars Engage in Fierce Debate
Skidmore Hillel Relocates from Case Center to Jerusalem Embassy
Beto O’Rourke Sticks it to Lame Parents by Running for President
Feminist Post Office Worker Mad About Mail Privilege
Long Distance Relationship Results in Short Term Sadness
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5 Ways to Know Your Professor Is The One
By Hannah Kotler
Look, it’s tough out there for all the singles, and the pool of eligible bachelors and bachelorettes is ever-shrinking.
We’re post-Valentine’s Day, pre-Summer Fling Season, and it’s time to get ourselves a soulmate! Lucky for all you
college lovers out there, I’ve found the perfect candidate for your next bae: your cute, unmarried professor! Here
are five signs that your Prof. is definitely the one:]
1. He misses you when you’re not there. Ugh, too cute!

2. He requests extra time with you. So dreamy!
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3. He’s available. Who wants to be dating Mr. Busy? Nobody!

4. He cares. Aww <3

5. He wants to meet the family. Talk about committed!
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Friend Group Sacrifices Least Interesting Member for Four-Person Apartment
By Tom Pahl
WAIT HALL - With tears in their eyes, not unlike the Roman Senators who killed Caesar, each member of a
local Skidmore friend group plunged their knives into Josh DiAmico, the least interesting member of their friend
group, cementing their chances at a 4 person apartment.
“Look, it wasn’t easy picking which one of us was gonna end up bleeding out on the tarp in Wayne’s room, but
we had to face facts: Josh was just like, the worst” said Jeff Dreyfus, rising Skidmore senior, as he cleaned Josh’s
rapidly drying blood from his KitchenAid™ knife. Words of assent came from Wayne Richardson, as he rolled
up Josh’s limp body in a tarp. “Josh was nice, but his favorite Spider-Man movies are those Amazing Spider-Man
ones from like, the early 2010’s. Like, really? Who does that? Who likes those?” Cole Jacobs, the fourth and final
member of the apartment nodded somberly to Wayne’s words. “We had to face facts, and after Jeff said that we
should get ‘cuh-razy’ this weekend by taking sandwiches out of Dhall, we knew what we had to do.” Josh had
been a long standing supporter of Corona Light, cheese pizza with absolutely no toppings, and insisting his
friends watch 10-15 minute videos on his phone that “get mad funny at the end dude. Just wait, you gotta keep
watching.”
At press time, the friend group discovered that they had missed the deadline for apartment applications, and
would just be forced to live on the second floor of Wait hall again. Josh DiAmico’s corpse was not available for
comment, but his family has released a statement highlighting how experiencing pizza with toppings has helped
them deal with this tough time.
Skidshop x Supreme 2019 Spring/Summer Collection Dropping Next Month
By Ian Maymar
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY - Teaming up with brands such as Nike and Vineyard Vines in the past, Skidshop
continues its line of collaborations with a Spring/Summer collection featuring Supreme. The collection includes
wool socks in three different green and white colorways, green and white box logo tees, an assortment of dad
caps, and a lightweight rip-resistant windbreaker. Although unconfirmed, rumors online speculate that Nike may
join this project with a Skidshop x Supreme x Nike Airmax 97 shoe. This take on the classic Airmax 97 silhouette
is rumored to flaunt all three of the brands’ logos and come in a white and cream colorway with green accents.
Other pieces have yet to be announced, but expect to see much more when the collection drops sometime in
late April. This collaboration will be exclusively sold at the Skidmore College Skidshop in Saratoga Springs, NY.
Skidmore president, Philip A. Glotzbach, will join Supreme’s founder, James Jebbia, at the pre-launch party held
at the Arthur Zenkel Music Center in late April. Dates for this event and the actual Skidshop launch will be announced soon.
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ROTC Kid Confident They Could “Fuck
Up a School Shooter”
By Tom Pahl

10 Signs That You Have the Skidmore
Plague
By Ethan Kleppner

PALAMOUNTAIN HALL - Scanning the room,
Alexander Masterson, 19, felt confident that he could
beat the shit out of a school shooter after his first week
of ROTC training. “Man, he wouldn’t even know what
hit him. After my first time breaking ten push-ups last
Thursday, I’d be on his ass like John fucking Wick.”

With Spring rapidly approaching, we’re entering allergy season at Skidmore College, and students are coming down with a little cold left and right, commonly
known as the Skidmore Plague! But do you really
need to go to Health Services? It’s probably nothing,
but just to be thorough, here are what some students
have reported has been going on.

His laptop, bearing the Marine Corps logo and a
“Keep Calm and Semper Fi” sticker illuminated his
face in the late afternoon light as he took a large swig
from a gallon jug of water that he kept on his person
at all times. “I’ve known it was my destiny to be an
ultimate badass, just like my grandfather before he
chose to leave my grandma and stay in Vietnam with
his second family during the war.” Alex scoffed loudly,
settling back into his chair and showcasing his “I Gave
Up Sex For Your Freedom” shirt, which is a real, actual
shirt one can find on Google, for some reason. “I’d
be all over that guy before he even came in the room.
Every single person in here got an ocular patdown
the moment they walked in here, and I guarantee you
none of them even realize it.”

1. They were recently bitten by an Oriental rat flea
(Xenopsylla cheopis).
2. Their lymph nodes are swelling.
3. There’s painful swelling in your groin.
4. They’re experiencing fever, headaches, and vomiting
to a degree that results in profuse internal bleeding.
5. They’ve ruled out septicemic plague and pneumonic
plague.
6. They have recently visited Asia, Europe, or Africa.
7. They’re from the 14th century.
8. Their doctor has a really fucking creepy mask.
9. Nightmare-inducing creepy.
10. The Skidmo’ Daily is printed on parchment.

At press time, Alex ranted loudly about people not respecting his service while everyone around him began
to wish that someone would, in fact, take him out.

YMCA Outbids Skimore for Land Behind Williamson Sports Center, Construction
to begin in Summer
By Ian Maymar
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY - Skidmore College’s plans for expanding the Williamson Sports Center have been
put on hold, as the land designated for the expansion has been outbid by the YMCA. The YMCA will begin construction this following summer and hopes to finish by the summer of 2020. A spokesperson for the YMCA expressed her confidence in the YMCA to outcompete the Williamson Sports Center, stating “trust me, I graduated
from Skidmore, the varsity kids were always in the gym, I could never find time or space to work out. Especially
the crew team, god that was annoying, fuck the crew team.” Various members of the Skidmore College board
are worried about the extra traffic and general confusion that a YMCA would bring to the Skidmore campus. In
attempt to outcompete the YMCA, Skidmore is planning on installing a couple of new features in the Williamson
Sports Center including a sauna, waterslide, and hookah lounge. Skidmore president, Phillip A. Glotzbach does
not seem to be fazed by the news. Toting a Louis Vuitton handbag, Glotzbach facetimed our reporters to give his
statement on the recent news between Juul rips: “I’m chilling bro. I’m gone in a year. I like the Y. I’m a member
there.” Only time can tell what will happen to the Williamson Sports Center once the YMCA is constructed.
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Lady Gaga Fakes On-Screen Chemistry with Bradley Cooper by Picturing Him as
Rocket Raccoon
By Adam Weinreb
HOLLYWOOD, CA - Lady Gaga has admitted that the only way she could feign sexual attraction to Bradley
Cooper during their time in A Star Is Born was by picturing his Guardians of the Galaxy character, Rocket Raccoon. Sources claim that Gaga has been obsessed with Furry culture for years, and was excited when she realized
she could play the love interest of that sexy Trash Panda.
When Gaga was asked for comment, she claimed “There was only one problem. As a person, Bradley Cooper is
a greasy, mediocre singer who just can’t take me off the deep end. Before I started imagining Rocket Raccoon in
our scenes together, it was a really Bad Romance, and I couldn’t hide it because I have a terrible Poker Face.”
Friends of Gaga report that once she started picturing Bradley Cooper as a fuzzy little animal, her sexual chemistry with him went through the roof. One friend was quoted saying, “I mean, I just don’t get how a raccoon can
do it for you. I’m a squirrel person myself.”
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Select Skidmore Students Condemn College Admissions Cheating Scandal
By Ethan Kleppner
BOSTON, MA - Last week, the FBI charged 50 people with a scheme in which wealthy parents paid more than
$25 million to fake their children’s test scores and bribe college officials to help admit students into schools
between 2011 and 2018. The highly-publicized scandal included the arrests of famous actresses Felicity Huffman
and Lori Loughlin and involved universities such as Stanford, Yale, UC Berkeley, and UCLA.
Although Skidmore was not directly affected by this scheme, all college students can relate to the difficult and
complex process of applying to colleges, which is at the heart of this scandal. I asked Skidmore students about
their thoughts on the matter:
“I just can’t believe it. The whole point of the college application process is that it’s a fair and unbiased meritocracy, that every student does their own work and gets accepted based on their own hard-earned achievements. I’m
not sure how those parents got the idea of using their money to their advantage, but it was awful of them,” said
Katy Palamountain.
“Deceiving a school like that is despicable,” Henry Tisch VI said. “I mean, those parents could have taken that
same money and just given it to the schools directly. That’s what all the parents at my private school did, and
there was nothing wrong with it!”
Other students sympathized with the children of the participants, who have been publicly humiliated and forced
to leave their colleges.
“I worked so hard to get those SAT scores. I would be devastated if I found out that I didn’t get in based on my
own merit,” said Jon Ssontower.
Gender Studies Major Declares Gender Studies Minor
By Max LoSardo
Starbuck Center — Attempting to fortify his resume, Gender Studies major Connor Blumenthal ‘21 declared
an additional Gender Studies minor. After being urged by his advisor and political science advisor Karen Waters
to expand his academic skillset, Bloomenthal immediately retrieved the required declaration of minor forms.
“Oh it was a no brainer.” Blumenthal said in a statement to the Skidmo’ Daily. “I didn’t realize that I might be
missing out on so many other topics before Professor Waters expressed her concerns to me. Gender Studies has
really helped me learn about feminism and gender relations, but I realized that to really learn about the different
types of sectionality and oppression would require some more guidance in my course load.”
Professor Waters expressed concern at Blumenthal’s plan, saying that “all of the classes in the minor he already
needs to take for the major” and “just because a class doesn’t has a Gender Studies designation means it’s part
of the patriarchal system.” Waters urged Blumenthal to potentially take a political science or even an economics class, to which he asked “why would I want to learn about white idiots like me? I know everything I need to
know about them.”
At press time, Blumenthal announced he’d be adding a self determined major in Gender Studies.
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Skidmo Daily Horoscopes
Welcome back to the Skidmo Horoscope! As we do every semester, we have offered our immortal souls to the
devil in exchange for exact foreknowledge of the future. Though we will spend the rest of eternity in unimaginable torture, it was worth it to bring you your horoscopes!
Capricorn
If thunder and lightning strike on the same night this
month, beware. An old friend will become a foe, all
the squirrels of Skidmore will unleash a bloodcurdling
scream, and tears will flow in the office of a professor.
Aquarius
You should go see Five Feet Apart in theaters. Both a
heartbreaking tale about teens with cystic fibrosis and
how far you should stay away from other people at all
times.
Pisces
Wow, things are looking good for you this month!
Aries
Your friends are talking about you behind your back.
You should confront them about it. (They’re actually
just planning your surprise party. Happy #AriesSzn).
Libra
Stay home on the third Saturday in April. And every
other Saturday. Putnam and Sinclair will suck this
whole month like usual. Have an apartment party
instead.

Taurus
Your tendency to be the mom friend in your circle has
finally caught up to you. Pee on a stick and behold:
your permanent position. Congrats!
Gemini
You’re the ugly twin.
Cancer
I know what you’re thinking, your horoscope will just
be that you have cancer. But surprise, you have crabs.
Which have cancer. So I guess you still have cancer.
Leo
This month will be your time of reckoning. On the
Ides of April President Glotzbach will descend from
the sky and whisk you away to an eternal hell where
you can repent for skipping his fireside chat.
Virgo
Break up with your girlfriend, cause I’m bored. Actually it’s because she is fucking your housekeeper. But I
am bored.

Scorpio
You should go see the new Dumbo movie. It only
seems fair that you go watch it considering they went
through the trouble of naming it after you.
Sagittarius
If your middle name is spoken aloud this month, you
will fail all of your exams. Especially if your middle
name is Rose.
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